DECLARE UNDER OWN RESPONSIBILITY:
1- The signing drivers are in perfect health conditions, have no health
problem for driving kart.
2- They know and accept all the norms of use of the track, explained on
the informative panels.
3- They get engaged to approve the measures of wisdom adequate in
order to avoid injuries to the persons, own properties or other’s.
4- They get engaged to keep in perfect conditions and use with
responsibility the material, paying attention to the indications of the
monitors.
5- They get engaged to let free to Karting Marina By Gené of all
responsibility, including in front of third parts, derivate of noncompliance of relative norms of participation on the track.
6- They know Karting Marina By Gené has all rights reserved to reclaim
damages of the material, if those were produced by malpractice of the
driver or not respecting track’s norms.

VERY IMPORTANT:
-

It is absolutely forbidden to stop on the track
It is absolutely forbidden to get off the kart on the track
Please run the first laps with extremely caution.
It is absolutely forbidden to make dangerous overtakes
Incorrect conduction will be penalized with reducing speed by
telemetric control or getting off the track.
Karting Marina By Gené will not be responsible of lost objects on the
track.

Gené Karting has changed its data protection policy, adapting it to the new RGPD of May 2018. We
inform you that your data are part of an automated file owned by Karting Marina by Gene S.L, The
registered information will be used to inform you by any electronic means of our commercial news.
You can exercise your rights of access, rectification, cancellation and opposition in: Avda Segle XXI nº 6
C.C villamarina locla nº 7 Viladecans 08840 (Barcelona).

FILL THIS AUTHORIZATION
NAME AND SURNAME (adult):
Identity card / Passport or driving license:
Name (s) of drivers under 16 years of age:
SIGNATURE :

